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Summary
Common Agile methods intend to deliver benefits and value, but they are not equipped to do so in practice. You have
to add to an agile framework, like Scrum, a number of tools.
Direct Quantification of all benefits, so they are unambiguous clear and trackable in agile delivery steps. Much better
stakeholder analysis. A method to estimate the ‘benefit power’ of all architecture and design strategies. A method for
decomposing big strategies into smaller benefit deliverable strategies. A method for dynamic prioritisation of delivery
steps based on value for resources wrt risks.
This presentation will present these tools and participants will get a free digital copy of the book “Value Planning”
explaining this in more detail.
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“These speculations
of nothing serve.
Order and method
will be our
guides.”
Poirot

https://www.springfieldspringfield.co.uk/view_episode_scripts.php?tvshow=agatha-christies-poirot-1989&episode=s03e09
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1.
1.
2. Direct Quantification of all
benefits,
3.
so they are
4. unambiguous clear and
trackable
5. in agile delivery steps.
1. 1.Direct Quantification of all benefits, so they are
unambiguous clear and trackable in agile delivery
steps.
3. 2. Much better stakeholder analysis.
4.
5. 3. A method to estimate the ‘benefit power’ of all
architecture and design strategies.
7. 4. A method for decomposing big strategies into
smaller benefit deliverable strategies.
9. 5. A method for dynamic prioritisation of delivery steps
based on value for resources wrt risks.
This presentation will present these tools and participants
will get a free digital copy of the book “Value Planning”
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Map of
Stakeholders, Values, Solutions, and Costs
From ‘Prevent Terrorist Attacks exercise 2017
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Example of a stakeholder valued
‘Benefits’ Set
From ‘Prevent Terrorist Attacks’ exercise 2017
BCS Course, London
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Security Value Quantification
with Stakeholders
Bullshit
level

This structure
of requirements is in ‘Planguage’.
Which is specified in books
‘Competitive Engineering’
and
‘Value Planning’

Specified Benefit level (’10’) desired
for a deadline, and a set of [Scale
Conditions]

The expected ‘benefit’
Benefit degree

Function

150
Bad Eﬀects

National Security. Scale1 Bad Eﬀect

Status

Wish

A benefit will have 1 or more knock-on effects, often
related to higher level objectives. Sometimes, just ‘side
effects’ ±
A benefit will probably be achieved by 1 or more
‘strategies’ or ‘solutions’
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Security Value Quantification: ‘’Scale’ Window detail.
The ‘Scale’ Parameter, with ‘[Scale Qualifiers]’ defined as a ‘Set’

Security Value Quantification: The ‘Scale’ Parameter, with
‘[Scale Qualifiers]’ defined

Why is this ‘Scale Qualifier’ mechanism
interesting for Benefits Management?

Examples of Scalar Parameter
Decomposition
Source: Gilb, ‘Value Planning’: Figure 1.9 D. One qualifier, like ‘People’, can have a well-defined,
but expandable, set of qualifier instances (like ‘Married’). Each of these can have a formal written
definition, when that is useful. Sometimes the term, like ‘Pensioners’ is obvious enough for the
planning purpose. But you might like to define ‘VIPs
10

Security Value Quantification: The ‘Scale’ Parameter, with
‘[Scale Qualifiers]’ defined
Why is
this ‘[Scale Qualifier’] mechanism
interesting for Benefits

[Scale Qualifiers]
1. are useful for several purposes:
2. invite a first-level decomposition of the Value Dimensions (space, event type,
people types)
3. this permits second-level decomposition (like types of People)
4. this forces us to recognise all the ‘players’ explicitly
5. this invites us to account for all possible combinations: thorough analysis
6. we can then select both ‘critical’ and ‘valuable’ combinations of parameters for
prioritisation, for early benefit delivery incrementally
7. this leads to simplification of each benefit delivery step
8. and it leads to a method for ‘scaling up’ to the full benefits problem solution
9. each benefit delivery step is effectively a pilot or trial of the solutions: learn
early
10. we have the opportunity to learn new interesting members of a parameter set
as we progress
11. the sets of parameter-members can be cumulated in time, and shared with your
community, so that new projects start with more wisdom, about what they
should consider

One possible ‘Wish’ Benefit
where we have selected a level, a deadline, and a set of
qualifiers

One possible ‘Wish’ Benefit Detailed Window
where we have selected a level, a deadline, and a set of [qualifiers]
The advantage of this specification is that:
1. we can specify any number of needs (Wish)
2. with any number of [Parameter] combinations
3. any number of improved levels (’10’, ’20’, ’30’)
4. over any number of deadlines (19/06/2019)
5. This is a method of requirement decomposition (on
top of the [Scale Parameter] decomp itself)
6. This allows us to prioritize early and incremental
benefits delivery (‘Agile as it should be’).

More ‘Background’ parameters, for benefit
specification, to help us understand benefits
environment: to deal with risks, and prioritisation
•

We cannot limit ourselves to specifying the
benefit requirement itself, alone

•

We need to add, as it seems useful, a wide
variety of information related the the benefit.

•

These ‘background’ parameters are almost
infinite in variety

•

and describe the local political and risk
environment

•

they give us information that helps us moreeﬀectively manage benefit delivery in practice

•

for example ‘stakeholders’, and ‘spec
owners’: help organisation and priority

•

for example ‘Issues’, ‘Dependencies’,
‘Assumptions’: help manage risks of failure
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Security Strategy:
Type: Top level security strategy.
Responsible Strategy Planner: Tom Gilb,
Chief Planner, Aug 14 2015.
Security Architect: Steven Shad, of Yale Inc.
Santa Monica.
Side Effects Analyst: Wendy Bartlett,
Business Analyst.
Description: xxxxxxxx (the basis for
analyzing impacts).
Supports: Security Objective.
Impacts: Usability, Training Costs, Terrorist
Laws.
Risks: Unknown operational cost, Unknown
Maintenance Cost.
Issues: not thoroughly defined, no contract
guarantees, effects not proven on similar
projects.

Some ‘Background’ parameters for
benefit delivery solutions

Diagram Source: Value Planning Figure 2.2 B. Some examples of potentially worthwhile strategy ‘relationships’ to document. These are ‘Background’
Specification items. They supplement the core Strategy Description.
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Background attributes examples
Source: Value Planning Figure 2.2 B. Some examples of potentially worthwhile strategy ‘relationships’ to document. These are ‘Background’ Specification items.
They supplement the core Strategy Description.
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1.
2.
2. Much better
stakeholder
analysis.
1. 1.Direct Quantification of all benefits, so they are
unambiguous clear and trackable in agile delivery
steps.
3. 2. Much better stakeholder analysis.
4.
5. 3. A method to estimate the ‘benefit power’ of all
architecture and design strategies.
7. 4. A method for decomposing big strategies into
smaller benefit deliverable strategies.
9. 5. A method for dynamic prioritisation of delivery steps
based on value for resources wrt risks.
This presentation will present these tools and participants
will get a free digital copy of the book “Value Planning”
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Some
examples of
Business
Process
Stakeholders
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Main idea with this example
is to notice
the rich stakeholder structure

Stakeholders
Needs and
Means
diagram
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Capturing the relationship between
benefits and their stakeholders

Main idea here: we can map all interesting or critical stakeholders for any one
benefit /value. And we can map all emerging benefits or values that are
interesting for any set of stakeholders.
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www.lmmiller.com

Example of more detail about a stakeholder type
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1. 3. A method to
estimate the
‘benefit power’ of
all architecture and
design strategies.
1. 1.Direct Quantification of all benefits, so they are
unambiguous clear and trackable in agile delivery
steps.
3. 2. Much better stakeholder analysis.
4.
5. 3. A method to estimate the ‘benefit power’ of all
architecture and design strategies.
7. 4. A method for decomposing big strategies into
smaller benefit deliverable strategies.
9. 5. A method for dynamic prioritisation of delivery steps
based on value for resources wrt risks.
This presentation will present these tools and participants
will get a free digital copy of the book “Value Planning”
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The expected ‘benefit’ of strategies S1 and S2
Benefit degree
S1 = 50% of way
towards the
Benefits

Function

150
Bad Eﬀects

S2 = 45% of way
towards the
Benefits

National Security. Scale1 Bad Eﬀect

Status

Wish

A benefit will have 1 or more knock-on effects, often
related to higher level objectives. Sometimes, just ‘side
effects’ ±
A benefit will probably be achieved by 1 or more
‘strategies’ or ‘solutions’
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Imp
acts

dy

Estimation of
potential benefits
from
implementing the
‘Analysis’ solution

main eﬀect,
and side eﬀects
Delta - 6 means
we estimate an improvement
beyond the baseline of 6
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20% means, we estimate
it gets us 20%
of the way to
our desired benefit level
by deadline

The numeric relation between
ends and means.
Basic Structure of an Impact Estimation Table
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Overall ‘Potential Values / Costs’
of 3 options or (if you need them all)
complimentary ‘benefit drivers’ = strategies = solutions = means’
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We estimate benefits based on facts, evidence, and
consider ‘uncertainty’ (10±6)
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Benefit Management
Consequences
1. It is possible to estimate the benefits we can
expect from our strategies
2. we can include various best-available degrees of
credibility
3. ‘experts’ and opinionated people are forced to take
responsibility for their suggested ‘means’
4. we can use these estimates to prioritise delivery
of best benefits for resources wt risks
5. we have another method for decomposition into
smaller benefits deliverables (Values x Strategies
numbers = decomposition density)
6. we are ‘forced’ to see the side eﬀects of
strategies, and their costs
7. this is ‘benefits management engineering’ in
practice.
8. then next step is to feed back incremental
measures of benefits achieved and track progress.
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1. 4. A method for
decomposing big
strategies into
smaller benefit
deliverable
strategies.

1. 1. use the [scale parameters] to
decompose
2. use the Impact Tables to Decompose
3. decompose strategies so that
1. any sub-strategy can be
implemented independently of the
other
2. all sub-strategies will deliver
measurable benefits alone

1. 1.Direct Quantification of all benefits, so they are
unambiguous clear and trackable in agile delivery
steps.

G1: Goal [People = Service ,
Task = All, Environment =
{Shop + All Not Done Yet }
10 minutes.

3. 2. Much better stakeholder analysis.
4.
5. 3. A method to estimate the ‘benefit power’ of all
architecture and design strategies.

G2: Goal [People =
{Salesperson + Sales
Assistant} , Task = Sign
Contract, Environment = All] 30
minutes.

7. 4. A method for decomposing big strategies into
smaller benefit deliverable strategies.
9. 5. A method for dynamic prioritisation of delivery steps
based on value for resources wrt risks.
This presentation will present these tools and participants
will get a free digital copy of the book “Value Planning”
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Director said impossible to divide deliveries in
small increment. Project was stuck failure mode.
Source ‘Value Planning’ (case study 5.6)
31

20 principles of
decomposition

Decomposition of Projects paper
concepts.gilb.com/dl41
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• The One-Week Project-Startup Process to
launch real value delivery.
• We practice a 1 week
project startup
• follow by weeks of value
stream delivery
• of increments of the value
objectives
• day 1, the top 10 critical
value objectives are
drafted
• day 4 the next week value
delivery ‘sprint’ is planned

www.gilb.com/dl568
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The ´Evo´ Planning Week at DoD
•

Monday
– Define top Ten critical objectives, quantitatively
– Agree that thee are the main points of the effort/project

•

Tuesday

– Define roughly the top ten most powerful strategies
–
for enabling us to reach our objectives on time

•

Wednesday

– Make an Impact Estimation Table for Objectives/Strategies
– Sanity Test: do we seem to have enough powerful strategies to get to our
Goals, with a reasonable safety margin?
– A tool for decomposing the value steps and seeing best value for
resources

•

Thursday

– Divide into rough delivery steps (annual, quarterly)
– Derive a delivery step for ‘Next Week’

•

Friday

– Present these plans to approval manager (Brigadier General Pellicci)
– get approval to deliver next week
– (they can´t resist results next week!

13 April 2015

© Gilb.com
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The First Day of the Startup Process
Top Ten Critical Values
a quantification process
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Change can be tracked
incrementally in small steps of
attempts at incremental change
and if we feel to have a
successful increment we can
change the strategy so as to get
back on track

Evolutionary Delivery is driven by meeting Stakeholder Value &
Product Quality Requirements

Intolerable

Past
30 sec.

Tolerable

Success

Tolerable/Fail
Goal
20 sec.
15 sec.

Speed
Scale: seconds to do task
Copyright © Kai Gilb

www.Gilb.com

V14. Sep. 12

Menu
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Evolutionary Delivery is driven by meeting Stakeholder Value &
Product Quality Requirements

Each Evolutionary Cycle
aiming to get closer
to the Goals

Cycle
Intolerable
1C2C3

Past
30 sec.

C4

Tolerable
C5 C6

C7

Success

Tolerable/Fail
Goal
20 sec.
15 sec.

Speed
Scale: seconds to do task
Copyright © Kai Gilb

www.Gilb.com

V14. Sep. 12
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Evolutionary Delivery is driven by meeting Stakeholder Value &
Product Quality Requirements

Each Evolutionary Cycle
integrated into a ‘working’ system

Cycle
Intolerable
1C2C3

Past
30 sec.

C4

Tolerable
C5 C6

C7

Success

Tolerable/Fail
Goal
20 sec.
15 sec.

Speed
Scale: seconds to do task
Copyright © Kai Gilb

www.Gilb.com

V14. Sep. 12
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Evolutionary Delivery is driven by meeting Stakeholder Value &
Product Quality Requirements

Learning from each Evolutionary Cycle

Cycle
Intolerable
1C2C3

Past
30 sec.

C4

Tolerable
C5 C6

C7

Success

Tolerable/Fail
Goal
20 sec.
15 sec.

Speed
Scale: seconds to do task
Copyright © Kai Gilb

www.Gilb.com

V14. Sep. 12
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Evolutionary Delivery is driven by meeting Stakeholder Value &
Product Quality Requirements

Deciding on the next Cycle,
based on what we learned
from the previous Cycle

Cycle
1C2C3
Intolerable

Past
30 sec.

?

C4

Tolerable
C5 C6

Cycle
2
Tolerable
20 sec.

C7

Success

Goal
15 sec.

Speed
Scale: seconds to do task
Copyright © Kai Gilb

www.Gilb.com

V14. Sep. 12
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Evolutionary Delivery is driven by meeting Stakeholder Value & Product
Quality Requirements Simultaneously

Usability
Intolerable
Cycle 1C 2 C 4

Past
Cycle
Intolerable
1C2C3
30 sec.
Past
30 sec.

CTolerable
5
C6 C7

C4

C8

Goal
Tolerable
C 5 C 615Csec.
7

Success

Speed
Success

Tolerable/Fail
Goal
20 sec.
15 sec.

Copyright © Kai Gilb

www.Gilb.com
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Each Evolutionary Cycle uses a constrained budget of
Development Resources

Usability

Money
Cycle 1C Success
2C 4C 5 C 6 C 7 CTolerable
8

Past

Cycle
Intolerable
1C 2C 3 C 4

Intolerable

Engineers
Budget Tolerable/Fail
15 sec.
20 sec.

Copyright © Kai Gilb

CTolerable
5 C6 C7

Past Tolerable/Fail

Budget Tolerable

Cycle 1C
Success
2C 3 C 4 C 5C 6CTolerable
7

Past
30 sec.

Intolerable
Cycle 1C 2 C 4

Intolerable

Past
30 sec.

www.Gilb.com

C8

Success

Speed

Goal

Tolerable
C5 C6 C7

Success

Tolerable/Fail Goal
20 sec.
15 sec.

V14. Sep. 12

Menu
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Costs / Effects

Back Room Front Room 2

Satisfaction

Goal
Past
Past

Budget
Past
Goal

Health

Back-room Design Development
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

n

Front-room Evolutionary Delivery
1

2

3
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Goal
Past
Past

Budget
Past
Goal

Health

Back-room Design Development
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1.
5.
2. A method for dynamic
prioritisation
3.
of delivery steps
based on
4. value for resources
5.
wrt risks.

It is obviously first priority to survive, to not
die or disappear.
Then it is second priority to avoid discomfort
and suffering.
Then it is third priority to reach a level of
satisfaction.

1. 1.Direct Quantification of all benefits, so they are
unambiguous clear and trackable in agile delivery
steps.

It is fourth priority to go beyond satisfaction,
to some luxury level.
So, we can, in Planguage, state these levels
directly:

3. 2. Much better stakeholder analysis.
4.
5. 3. A method to estimate the ‘benefit power’ of all
architecture and design strategies.

• Tolerable: survival, borderline, threatened
with death constantly
• OK: absence of pain and discomfort, but
much improvement desired

7. 4. A method for decomposing big strategies into
smaller benefit deliverable strategies.

• Goal: quite satisfied, successful, only
marginally useful desire to improve this

9. 5. A method for dynamic prioritisation of delivery steps
based on value for resources wrt risks.

• Stretch: a level better than Goal, but which
has some marginal value, for some
stakeholders and instances, if the price is right

This presentation will present these tools and participants
will get a free digital copy of the book “Value Planning”
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The point is that priority is dynamic: it
changes depending on satisfaction of needs

47

status after 9 of 12 weeks to release
Priority signals after real value delivery: Red = WORRY
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1.

This presentation will
❛
present these tools
2.
and
3. participants will get a free
digital copy
❜
4.
of the book
5.
“Value Planning”
❛

ENGINEERING/MANAGEMENT

Competitive Engineering is a revolutionary project
management method, proven by organizations worldwide

Competitive Engineering documents Tom Gilb’s unique, ground-breaking
approach to communicating management objectives and systems engineering
requirements, clearly and unambiguously.

Competitive Engineering is a revelation for anyone involved in management
and risk control. Already used by thousands of managers and systems
engineers around the world, this is a handbook for initiating, controlling and
delivering complex projects on time and within budget. Competitive
Engineering copes explicitly with the rapidly changing environment that is a
reality for most of us today.

Elegant, comprehensive and accessible, the Competitive Engineering
methodology provides a practical set of tools and techniques that enable
readers to effectively design, manage and deliver results in any complex
organization – in engineering, industry, systems engineering, software, IT, the
service sector and beyond.
BENEFITS OF COMPETITIVE ENGINEERING

and proven by many organizations including HP, Intel,
• Used
CitiGroup, IBM, Nokia and the US Department of Defense
practical and innovative coverage of key subjects
• Detailed,
including requirements specification, design evaluation, specification
quality control and evolutionary project management

This stuff works. Competitive
Engineering contains powerful
tools that are both practical and
simple – a rare combination.
Over the last decade, I have
applied Tom Gilb’s tools in a
variety of settings including
product development, service
delivery, manufacturing, site
construction, IT, eBusiness,
quality, marketing, and
management, on projects of
various sizes. Competitive
Engineering is based on
decades of practical experience,
feedback, and improvement,
and it shows.
ERIK SIMMONS,

INTEL CORPORATION, REQUIREMENTS
ENGINEERING PRACTICE LEAD,

CORPORATE QUALITY NETWORK

Systems engineers should
find Competitive Engineering
widely useful, with or without
the additional framework
provided by Planguage. Even
without adopting Planguage as
a whole there are numerous
important principles and
techniques that can benefit any
system project.

1.Direct
Quantification
offorall benefits, so they are
complete,
proven and
meaningful ‘end-to-end’ process
•1.Aspecifying,
❜
evaluating, managing and delivering high quality solutions
unambiguous
clear
and
trackable
in
agile
delivery
.
.
,
in detail and comprehensive in scope, with thought• Rich
steps.
provoking
ideas on every page
DR MARK W MAIER DISTINGUISHED
ENGINEER AT THE AEROSPACE

CORPORATION AND CHAIR OF THE INCOSE

SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE WORKING GROUP

3. 2. Much better stakeholder analysis.
specification
•4.Requirements
(includingto
design
specification and
evaluation)
3.engineering
A method
estimate
the
‘benefit power’ of all
•5.Design
Evolutionary
project
management
• architecture and design strategies.
COMPETITIVE ENGINEERING ENCOMPASSES

metrics
• Project
Risk
management
•7.Priority4.management
A method for decomposing big strategies into
• Specification
qualitybenefit
control
deliverable strategies.
• Changesmaller
control
•

Tom Gilb is an independent consultant
and author of numerous books, articles
and papers. He is recognised as one of the
leading ‘thinkers’ within the IT community
and has worked with managers and
engineers around the world in developing
and applying his renowned methods.

to access the complete Planguage glossary

Author photo: Bart van Overbeeke
Photography http://www.bvof.nl

9. 5. A method for dynamic prioritisation of delivery steps
based onVisitvalue
for resources wrt risks.
http://books.elsevier.com/companions
This presentation will present these tools and participants
will gethttp://books.elsevier.com
a free digital copy of the book “Value Planning”
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ENGINEERING/MANAGEMENT

Competitive Engineering is a revolutionary project
management method, proven by organizations worldwide
Competitive Engineering documents Tom Gilb’s unique, ground-breaking
approach to communicating management objectives and systems engineering
requirements, clearly and unambiguously.
Competitive Engineering is a revelation for anyone involved in management
and risk control. Already used by thousands of managers and systems
engineers around the world, this is a handbook for initiating, controlling and
delivering complex projects on time and within budget. Competitive
Engineering copes explicitly with the rapidly changing environment that is a
reality for most of us today.
Elegant, comprehensive and accessible, the Competitive Engineering
methodology provides a practical set of tools and techniques that enable
readers to effectively design, manage and deliver results in any complex
organization – in engineering, industry, systems engineering, software, IT, the
service sector and beyond.
BENEFITS OF COMPETITIVE ENGINEERING

tools that are both practical and
simple – a rare combination.
Over the last decade, I have
applied Tom Gilb’s tools in a
variety of settings including
product development, service
delivery, manufacturing, site
construction, IT, eBusiness,
quality, marketing, and
management, on projects of
various sizes. Competitive
Engineering is based on
decades of practical experience,
feedback, and improvement,
and it shows.

❜

ERIK SIMMONS,
INTEL CORPORATION, REQUIREMENTS

“This stuff works”

•
practical and innovative coverage of key subjects
• Detailed,
including requirements specification, design evaluation, specification
Used and proven by many organizations including HP, Intel,
CitiGroup, IBM, Nokia and the US Department of Defense

quality control and evolutionary project management

This stuff works. Competitive
❛Engineering
contains powerful

ENGINEERING PRACTICE LEAD,

CORPORATE QUALITY NETWORK

❛

Systems engineers should
find Competitive Engineering
widely useful, with or without
the additional framework
provided by Planguage. Even
without adopting Planguage as
a whole there are numerous
important principles and
techniques that can benefit any
system project.

Intel experience

complete, proven and meaningful ‘end-to-end’ process for
• Aspecifying,
evaluating, managing and delivering high quality solutions
Rich
in
detail
in scope, with thought• provoking ideasandoncomprehensive
every page

❜

DR. MARK W. MAIER, DISTINGUISHED
ENGINEER AT THE AEROSPACE

CORPORATION AND CHAIR OF THE INCOSE
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE WORKING GROUP

COMPETITIVE ENGINEERING ENCOMPASSES

Visit http://books.elsevier.com/companions
to access the complete Planguage glossary

http://books.elsevier.com

Tom Gilb is an independent consultant
and author of numerous books, articles
and papers. He is recognised as one of the
leading ‘thinkers’ within the IT community
and has worked with managers and
engineers around the world in developing
and applying his renowned methods.

Author photo: Bart van Overbeeke
Photography http://www.bvof.nl

specification
• Requirements
engineering (including design specification and evaluation)
• Design
Evolutionary
• Project metricsproject management
• Risk management
• Priority management
• Specification quality control
• Change control
•

a free link to my new book
‘Value Planning’
for this lecture participants
•

Value Planning book:
Here is a digital draft of my Value Planning (Part 1) book as of June 2017: The Short Book (63 pages)
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ptf6ecsv1hr3nhz/AAC0epZ4Qqn290_m-dIB0Vw-a?dl=0

FEEDBACK APPRECIATED

(let me know if this link fails at any time!)

•

COMPETITIVE ENGINEERING book (free for signup)
•

•

https://www.gilb.com/p/competitive-engineering

Link to Full Value Planning book: https://www.gilb.com/store/2W2zCX6z
•

ALMOST FREE full 770 Page Value Planning Text

•

Coupon Code: FIRE

•

gives €9 discount on €10 price = €1

• THE

NEW SHORT BOOK ‘DELTA VALUE PLANNING’

FEEDBACK APPRECIATED

FEEDBACK APPRECIATED

∆ : Value Planning Basics (for CxO Level Managers).
a 23 Page book. (half illustrations)
https://www.dropbox.com/s/sd5ovezk0nb3q72/%E2%88%86%20Value%20Planning%20%20CxO%20Word%20MASTER%20%20Book%20Ms.pdf?dl=0
This is an experiment in making a 10 page text version. I am not sure what to do with it. But enjoy and share for the moment. Give me feedback if you can.

www.needsandmeans.com

